
   What do you most value about

West Vancouver's urban forest?

   Imagine it is the year 2040. What is your ideal 

   image for West Vancouver's urban forest?

Many mature and

very large trees that

sequester lots of

carbon! (90x greater

than smaller trees) +

manage more

rainwater

Trees much

smaller than 75

cm diameter

protected in

the bylaw

Current bylaw

protection has not

made a difference.

Would prefer

protecting trees 20

cm diameter or

greater

Change building

and excavation

practices to

retain more

trees
Grow canopy

cover

Protect

smaller

trees!

Don't have classic

Vancouver boulevards,

but shouldn't give up

on boulevard trees!

Experience driving

around the community

is important

Improve street

character (poor

streets parallel to

the slope) -

unpleasant to

travel during the

heat wave

Plant street trees -

new development

consider that to

develop more

pleasant character

to walk along

streets

Ambleside will

be more

challenging;

style will vary by

neighbourhood

and that's great

Need more than

street tree

planting; needs

to survive more

than 20-30

years, too!

Ecosystem diversity

supported by trees, arbutus

trees, douglas fir, cypress,

Salamanders, snakes,

lizards, birds, many many

indigenous plants and

appreciate fresh air,  cool

temperature.  I would like

this diversity to be around

for my grandchildren.

In terms of replanting, what is

our expectation for the

percentage of trees that will

survive past a year or two? (I

think that the Vancouver Parks

Board has estimated that at least

20% of their replants have failed,

or will fail.) If drought conditions

prevail through parts of the year,

will the chances of successful

tree planting be reduced even

further?

Vision: we have

a reputation

throughout

Canada for UFM

best practices

focus should be

on preserving

rather than

replanting

2 - Vision for West Vancouver's urban forest

   What are the greatest opportunities to 

    improve our urban forest?

   What challenges to our urban forest are 

    the most important to address?

Increase the

number of trees

that are

protected under

the bylaw

Better

policies to

protect trees

during

development

Large mature trees

provide most

benefits towards

climate change -

small trees take too

long to grow!

Development!

Ones that do

lot clearing of

trees and

vegetation

District has

allocated significant

resources and time

to this initiative -

that's great!

Benefits of a

healthy urban

forest +

quantification

is great

Clearcutting

of trees on

development

lots

Get away from

the current tree

bylaw and protect

all mature trees

(20-30 cm

diameter)

"Retention or

replanting" - it is

not equivalent!

Planting new trees

isn't easy and new

trees may not

survive

Monitoring from

staff would be

needed to

ensure new

trees survive

Importance to

contextualize

this project in

the context of

the climate crisis

Not everyone is

aware of it. 2019

council declaration

should be a

preamble +

important

education piece

We still have

an urban

forest in West

Vancouver!

Important to

highlight this

as a positive

context and

opportunity

Carbon capture and

storage is a key

criteria to impact

climate change -

should be at the

centre of the project

to educate and

explain the work

Skepticism in

the community

about the

UFMP acting

fast enough

Designers often

don't consider the

site context;

regrading is often

done before

anything else

50 foot lot -

excavate the

basement +

regrade the

whole lot

concerned

about the new

WHDPA and its

clear cutting
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2) Type your

comment and

resize the sticky

using one of the

corner as

needed

3) Click beside

your note, then

reselect it to

move it around

the board

TIP - How to comment using sticky notes

1) Double-click

anywhere on

the screen to

get a sticky

note

Note that you can

also use the pencil

tool at the bottom

of the left hand

menu to draw on

white board
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